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Abstract:   

In the late 20th c. people began to claim that vision and motor control, 

which had long been studied in isolation, were mutually constraining and 

should be studied together, launching the field of perception and action.  

James Gibson and his students argued that the biological function of 

vision was not to perceive points floating in empty space, but to guide 

action in an ecological environment.  This complemented the view of 

Nikolai Bernstein and his students that that the function of the motor 

system was not to control a marionette dangling in empty space, but to 

perform goal-directed actions in a physical environment.  Perception and 

action were thus entangled in adaptive behavior, constrained by 

information about a shared environment.  In 1990, I published a paper 

called The perception-action coupling that tried to situate perception and 



action in the context of the self-organizing dynamics of the organism-

environment system. The basic idea was that interactions with the 

environment both generate and are guided by perceptual information, 

and that task-specific action modes (low-dimensional manifolds) emerge 

from the dynamics of this interaction.  In this talk, I will briefly look at 

how this basic picutre has been elaborated with visual-motor mappings 

(1998), behavioral dynamics (2006), inward to neural dynamics (others), 

and outward to collective dynamics (2018).  We are currently 

investigating how local interactions between pedestrians generate global 

patterns of collective crowd motion, or human ‘flocking’ – a many-body 

version of the degrees-of-freedom problem.  The solution lies in the 

perception-action coupling.  Based on experiments on participans walking 

in a virtual crowd, we find that each individual follows their neighbors by 

canceling their neighbor’s optical expansion and angular velocity 

(Dachner, Wirth, Richmond, & Warren, 2022). The mechanism of self-

organization is distance-weighted averaging of neighbors (Cucker & 

Smale, 2007; Wirth & Warren, 2021), and these optical motions decay 

naturally with distance due to the laws of optics and occlusion.  Thus, a 

simple perceptuion-action coupling gives rise to emergent collective 

behavior.  
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